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Nan Carlson arrived at the May 12 meeting with her home made
stand and carrying case combo.
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Winding Bobbins
One of the problems beginners have with sock
machines is setting up the yarn supply to guarantee zero back tension. It looks as though one
could simply feed the yarn from a skein, ball,
or cone directly into the machine. Sooner or
later, the yarn will snag, and that happens
when the heel is being turned and the last needle to knit is at a critical position.
The manufacturers of sock machines recognized this from the beginning, and nearly
every manual included a paragraph on the importance of winding the bobbin. Admittedly,
some yarns feed well from the cone, but seldom does a skein or ball give trouble free performance.
The instructions below are from a Gearhart
Manual. There are some new innovations involving the use of paint rollers, etc. that look
easier than winding a bobbin, but they don't
improve on a properly wound bobbin. The coat
hanger/ paint roller device I designed might be
OK, but is not as good as a well formed bobbin.
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In an e-mail to Elsie, I asked how she manages
some of the problems encountered when using the
ribber and separating the sock from scrap material. A specific problem is holding the yarn down
on the needles at the location where the ribber lug
pinches yarn against the lug or post inside the cylinder.
As explained by Elsie, one must forecast that possibility and be ready to add more downward pull

where the yarn is pinched. That is required at every
round as the carriage passes the ribber lug.
In her response, Elsie gave helpful instructions on
how to separate the socks and how she handles the
extra pull on the sock to help it past the ribber. She
will also send additional beginners instructions
published by Harmony Knitters. With her kind permission, the articles are here for our benefit.
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BEGINNER'S LEG WARMER PATTERN
Leg warmers are a good first project on the auto knitter. Making them will let you get the feel of the machine and develop a smooth cranking rhythm. Once
you've done this, you will be better prepared to knit
socks, where you will have the heel techniques to
learn. Since your machine was set up for socks, you
will want a looser tension if you wish to start with leg
warmers. To loosen the cylinder tension, lower the
numbered adjuster knob one full turn. This pulls the
needles down further as they knit, thus making a
looser stitch. If the knob turns hard, pull down on the
cam wing under it as you turn. The rib tension may be
left as it is for leg warmers.
Before you began, first a word about holding down
the work: it is necessary to hold down steadily at all
times while knitting. Your machine was shipped out
with a sock on it. The toe of the sock is on the side of
the machine closer to you; this toe pocket requires
careful holding down as you start to knit. You can't
just pull down straight on the sock; you should grasp
the toe pocket between the thumb and index anger of
your left hand, while holding the rest of the sock with
your other fingers. Do not pull down too hard, just
steadily so that the stitches do not work up on the needles. Watch especially the left side of the machine
where the fin on the underside of the dial meets the
dial adjuster lever on the inside of the cylinder.
Using a square knot, tie on dividing cotton and run
three or four turns. Then (again with a square knot) tie
on the leg warmer yarn.
To make the selvedge: Run until the yarn is on all the
needles, stopping with the yarn carrier at the front
(front = closest to you). Move the switch pin to
"OUT" and knit 2 turns. Move the switch pin back to
"IN". If the switch pin won't go into position, move
the crank ahead slightly and try again.
For the bottom cuff, knit 50 turns of 1:1 rib, stopping
with the yarn carrier at the front.
To change to stockinette stitch: Slip the work hook up
into an empty cylinder slot back by the spring holder
on the cam shell; pull out the spring and put it over
the holder. Transfer all rib stitches to cylinder stitches
as follows: Hook a cylinder needle into the rib needle
and pull out the rib needle, sliding the stitch past the
latch. Then slip the stitch onto the cylinder needle and
slide the cylinder needle into the empty slot, making

sure the latch is open.
Continue transferring stitches all the way around,
knitting ahead as necessary to get at the needles.
When you have finished and all of the rib needles
are out, replace the cylinder spring and lift out the
ribber. You may need to pry up a bit at the point
where the ribber arm goes into the cam shell. Now
knit 150 turns for the main part of the leg warmer.
Stripes can be done by breaking the yarn and tying
on another color. The knot may bump a little as it
goes through. It is wise to break the yarn at the
same spot each time (usually just before it goes
into the yarn stand top). That way the knot comes
to the needles at about the same spot each time,
making it easier to watch for.
Replace the ribber, making sure to rotate the dial
counterclockwise until the fin underneath hits the
adjuster lever in the cylinder.
For the top cuff, set up for 3:1 rib as follows: Pull
out the cylinder spring as before. Starting with the
second rib needle slot behind the red mark on the
right, hook the corresponding cylinder needle with
a rib needle, pulling up the cylinder needle until
the stitch slides over the latch. Slide the stitch onto
the rib needle, removing the cylinder needle, and
slide the rib needle into its slot. This is the same
basic procedure as before, with one important difference: when the stitch is transferred onto a rib
needle, it must not go behind the latch-- if it does,
the stitch will drop. Continue transferring onto
every other rib needle all the way around, knitting
ahead as necessary and replacing the cylinder
spring as you finish.
Knit 54 turns of 3:1 rib. Then tie on dividing cotton. Replace the remaining rib needles (using the
transfer technique above) to set up for 1:1 rib
again, which is necessary to do the selvedge on the
next item. Run three or four turns of cotton, and
you are ready to start again.
When the leg warmer has been knit down far
enough (use scrap yarn if you are anxious to get at
it) remove it by snipping through three rows of dividing cotton and pulling out the middle end til the
work separates. To finish, remove any cotton still
on the leg warmer. Ravel back 4 rows of the 3:1
rib. This will give you enough yarn to finish the
top in a loose double crochet. A spare cylinder needle or small latch hook works well for this. It is
also helpful to use a single point knitting needle or
right angle point work hook (through about one
fourth of the stitches at a time) as a stitch holder.
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The Genesee Valley Sock Machine Club, (GVSMC) was founded in January 2006.
The purposes of this club shall be:
SECTION 1 To provide an organization for owners and operators of antique knitting machines
or sock machines.
SECTION 2 To encourage the preservation, restoration, and use of antique knitting machines.
SECTION 3 To aid in the education of members and the public about the history of antique
knitting machines through shared teaching experiences and demonstrations at various fiber arts
shows and festivals or at regular meetings planned by the members.
SECTION 4 The club shall be non-commercial, non-sectarian, and non-partisan.
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